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About the client

Enhancing brand recall with 
impressive enterprise annual 
reports

Our client – a prominent Indian telecommunications multinational – stands at the forefront of enterprise connectivity and 
communication solutions. Known for their steadfast commitment to customer-centricity and information and communication 
technology (ICT) innovation, they have built a strong reputation in the industry.

A well-designed annual report is not just a summary of the past year; it is a powerful tool that can capture attention, convey 
complex achievements, and engage the audience. Recognizing this need, our client aimed to transform their annual report into a 
visually engaging asset.

Objectives
With a vision to transform their annual report into a powerful tool for lead generation and brand building, the client set the 
following goals:

Enhance brand recall
Develop a visually appealing annual report and 
infographic that would leave a lasting impression on 
stakeholders

Establish expertise
Position the company as a thought leader and 
frontrunner in the B2B networking solutions domain

Increase capabilities
Boost the editorial and marketing capabilities

Challenges
However, the client faced several hurdles along the way:

Engagement issues
The existing annual report struggled to convey 
complex data and insights engagingly

Missing leads
Insights were not translating into actionable 
leads in the report

Expertise underplayed
Insufficient emphasis on expertise resulted in 
missing an opportunity to stand out in the B2B 
networking space

Credibility concerns
Establishing thought leadership in a 
competitive market was a persistent challenge

Generate leads
Address the specific needs and pain points of 
the target audience



Planning and research
Deep dive into the client’s vision, business goals, and audience needs

Content development
Crafted the annual insights report centered around the five foundational pillars identified by the client

Infographic design
Developed visually appealing infographics in line with the client’s branding

Review and refinement
Refined designs and content based on client feedback

Report integration
Incorporated infographics into the report to create a cohesive narrative

Promotion and distribution
Leveraged CTA buttons and QR codes to promote the report and infographics to the target audience

Solutions proposed
To tackle these challenges head-on, Netscribes proposed an innovative approach:

Implementation
The transformation was a collaborative success between Netscribes and the client team:

Annual insights report
Develop a comprehensive and engaging annual report

Eye-catching infographics
 Create compelling infographics to highlight key data points

Aligned content
Ensure all designs and content reflect the client's vision and objectives

Targeted strategy
Utilize a content strategy tailored to address the audience’s specific needs and pain points

Lead generation integration
Design the report and infographics to incorporate lead generation opportunities with targeted CTAs



Methodology used
The content strategy was rooted in:

Results

Testimonial

The results were nothing short of transformative:

Enhanced brand recall
Achieved through visually appealing and 

informative content

Established thought leadership
Cemented the client’s position as a 

leader in the B2B networking industry

Successful lead generation
High volumes of inquiries on relevant 

services

Increased capabilities
Enhanced editorial and marketing 

capabilities, bolstering credibility and 
customer value

Audience research
Identifying specific needs 

and pain points

Data visualization
Presenting complex 

information engagingly

Iterative process
Ensuring continuous 

alignment with the client’s 
vision through an iterative 
design and review process

− Director of Marketing

What really struck me was the clear and calculated vision that Net-
scribes had for the creation of the report. I look forward to working with 
them again.



Lessons learned
Key lessons emerged from this experience:

Lessons learned
Building on the project’s success, the future recommendations include:

Continuous communication
Essential for maintaining alignment and incorporating 
feedback for optimal results

Visual engagement
Crucial in transforming traditional reports into dynamic 
lead generation tools
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Continuous content updates
Remain relevant to the audience’s evolving needs

Interactive content expansion
To further engage the audience

Performance metrics analysis
Regular review to inform future content strategies


